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SINGLE AND MULTI-SPLIT

Console
Suitable for any room

Smaller than a standard radiator, but with heating and 
cooling function. You can choose between different air 
flow patterns and fan speeds. The unique floor heating 
effect guarantees warm feet. 

Highlights

 › Simple and flexible assembly
 › Individual choice of air flow
 › Floor heating effect
 › WiFi module available as an option

A++ 23 – 46
dB(A)

Outdoor unit 
(symbolic image)

App-controllable

Comfort infrared remote control with backlit display, 
weekly timer, silent functions, and floor heating effect

INDOOR UNIT
OUTDOOR UNIT     RAS-B10J2FVG-E

RAS-10J2AVSG-E1
RAS-B13J2FVG-E

RAS-13J2AVSG-E1
RAS-B18J2FVG-E
RAS-18J2AVSG-E

Cooling capacity kW 2,50 3,50 5,00

Cooling range (min.-max.) kW 0,95 - 3,20 1,05 - 4,10 1,20 - 5,60

Power consumption (min./nom./max.) kW 0,21/0,59/0,90 0,27/0,87/1,20 0,34/1,68/2,00

Energy efficiency SEER    7,20 7,00 6,80

Energy efficiency class    A++ A++ A++

Heating capacity kW 3,20 4,20 6,00

Heating range (min.-max.) kW 0,85 - 4,40 1,00 - 5,00 1,30 - 6,30

Power consumption (min./nom./max.) kW 0,18/0,82/1,25 0,22/1,27/1,55 0,31/2,05/2,20

Energy efficiency SCOP    4,70 4,70 4,60

Energy efficiency class    A++ A++ A++
 

INDOOR UNIT     RAS-B10J2FVG-E RAS-B13J2FVG-E RAS-B18J2FVG-E

Sound pressure level (low/med/high) dB(A) 23/-/39 24/-/40 31/46

Dimensions (HxWxD) mm 600 x700 x 220 600 x700 x 220 600 x 700 x 220
 

OUTDOOR UNIT     RAS-10J2AVSG-E1 RAS-13J2AVSG-E1 RAS-18J2AVSG-E

Sound pressure level (low/med/high) dB(A) -/-/44 -/-/46 49

Dimensions (HxWxD) mm 550 x 780 x 290 550 x 780 x 290 550 x 780 x 290

ACCESSORIES DESCRIPTION INCLUDED

Remote control Infrared remote control included

RB-N106S-G TOSHIBA Home AC Control - WiFi control with cable / Seiya, console

Product change from E to E1 during the year.
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Cool head, warm feet

The two air outlets on the console  
ensure that the cooled air is guided  
upwards and then drops down. 
In heating operation, the warm air is 
output directly near the floor. Three fan 
speed steps offer tailored comfort.

Suitable for 
Android and iOS

Would you like to know how well 
console will fit into your home? Then 
scan the QR code with your smartphone 
and position the 3D model in your 
environment. 

Experience 
the console in 3D.


